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ABSTRACT In accordance with the epidemic law of Dangshansu pear scab (Venturia 

nashicola Tanaka et Yamamoto) and based on the pear diseases, observations and 

weather data in the area of the ancient Yellow River valley, the case-based forecasting 

system for Dangshansu pear scab ( PDFCBRS 1.0) was developed, combined with fuzzy 

clustering, and therefore had fuzzy reasoning capability and could be well emulated the 

expert reasoning with experience. The experimental results showed that the “CBR (Case-

Based Reasoning) + Fuzzy” not only changed the forecasting method of pear scab from 

experience approach to computer processing but also significantly reduces the human 

effort required for forecasting Dangshansu pear scab. 
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1   INTRODUCTION 

The forecast of plant disease is the basis and premise of effective disease prevention. 

By far, there are mainly experience and mathematic model method in the fruiter disease 

forecast, but the effect is not satisfying. Thus, in practice, the expert experiential forecast 

according to the epidemic law is the dominant method. Case-Based Reasoning is one of 

the major reasoning paradigms in artificial intelligence. A CBR system solves a new 

problem by retrieving a similar one from a case base, which stores the experienced 

solutions to past problems (Zaluski et al., 2003). When it cannot find a solution that is 

similar enough to solve a new problem, a CBR system will adapt the solution of a 

relatively similar problem to the new one. The disease forecast based on CBR can not 

only overcome the weakness of mathematic model but also replace expert’s experience 

with computer auto reasoning forecast. Therefore, aiming at the forecast and prevention 

of the key disease of Dangshansu pear scab in the area of ancient Yellow River valley, we 

developed the case-based forecasting system combined with fuzzy clustering ( PDFCBRS 

1.0) and attempted to offer a new approach for the forecast of the fruiter disease. 

                                                 

T
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the structure for 

PDFCBRS 1.0, and case representation, storage and retrieval; Section 3 presents a 

running example of the system; Section 4 discusses the results and limitations of the 

system. 

2   SYSTEM DESIGN 

2.1  System Structure 

According to the principle of CBR, the system is made up of input module, output 

module, case retrieval, case match, case revisal, storage and maintenance of case-base. 

The whole process is as Fig1 shows. The function of input module is incepting known 

information pear scab data and weather data in the past period. Then the information is 

changed into being target case. In accordance with the epidemic law of Dangshansu pear 

scab and the practical forecasting demand (short forecast), we consider that it is more 

appropriate to forecast the next ten days of a month by the information of the previous 

two ten days of the month. 

Fig.1 Work procedure of case-based forecasting system for Dangshansu pear scab 

combined with fuzzy clustering 
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2.2  Case representation, storage and retrieval 

When we develop a case-based reasoning (CBR) system for various real-world 

applications, a significant challenge that faces us is how to create a high-quality case base 

and how to get a case from huge case base. Without a high-quality case base, it is 

impossible for any CBR to function well for solving problems (Yang et al., 2003). 

Through the research we found that the epidemic period of Dangshansu pear scab in the 

ancient area of Yellow River valley is between the middle ten days of March and the first 

ten days of October. And it is easy to come into being three disease fastigium periods, 

which is from the last ten days of April to the middle ten days of May, from July to 

August and in September. The degree of the disease is most correlative with rainfall. 

Besides, it also has something to do with air humidity and atmosphere temperature. 

Furthermore, the criterions of evaluating Duangshansu pear scab at present are mainly 

percentage of infected leaf (PIL) and percentage of infected fruit (PIF). In order to 

showing the inherent law, we defined a case as a group of features: date, rainfall, air 

humidity, atmosphere temperature, PIL, PIF and the suggestions of prevention. We also 

defined a year as an individual case unit. They are illustrated in table 1. All values except 

date and rainfall are the mean of PTD. 

Table 1  Case representation of Dangshansu pear scab 

Year Month PTD 
RF / 
mm 

RH / % AT / ℃ 
PIL / 
% 

PIF / 
% 

CP 

…       

4 LTD 30.0 78 16.4 18.9 18.9 

5 FTD 6.3 79 16.4 20.3 20.2 

5 MTD 17.7 76 16.8 19.2 19.7 

5 LTD 3.5 79 21.2 11.1 16.9 

6 FTD 3.2 54 25.7 8.2 10.1 

6 MTD 4.3 53 25.5 4.3 7.9 

6 LTD 0.0 65 26.7 3.2 5.6 

7 FTD 61.1 73 30.2 5.1 8.8 

7 MTD 156.1 86 25.7 10.3 10.5 

7 LTD 55.8 86 27.7 7.9 9.9 

1999 

…       

 

Note: PTD: a period of ten-days; FTD: the first ten-days of a month; MTD: the middle ten-days of a month; LTD: the 

last ten-day of a month; RF: rainfall; RH: relative humidity; AT: atmosphere temperature; PIL: percentage of infected 

leaf; PIF: percentage of infected fruit; CP: control proposition. 

Based on the formation of above case representation, this system employs versatile 

Database Management System (DBMS), which can organize, store and manage the basic 

disease and weather data. The system retrieves case base using month and PTD as the 

indices and forms a temporary case-base (original case-base), and then matches them. It 
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not only can meet the existing disease data from the department of plant protection and 

weather data from weather bureau, but also can avoid the tedious process of knowledge 

acquisition in the case design. So it is convenient to unify database and knowledge base 

and shorten the system development period (Xiong et al., 1995). 

2.3  Case-based fuzzy reasoning 

If the case-base is compared to the rule-base in the rule-based reasoning (RBR) expert 

system, then the mechanism of case retrieval, match and adaptation in CBR system 

resembles the reasoning mechanism of RBR system. Moreover case match and adaptation 

is quite easier to denote the uncertainty reasoning (Yang et al., 2003). Therefore, we 

applied the fuzzy ISODATA clustering to the uncertainty similar matching of case in the 

system and made similarity clustering evaluation on the features of problem description 

between target case and original case. Due to the different importance of each feature, we 

adopted average weighing (ω) of many experts. The weighing of each feature is 

following (Xiong et al., 1995). Rainfall ( ω B1B),0.45; relative humidity ( ω B2B),0.10; 

atmosphere temperature (ωB3B), 0.05; percentage of infected leaf (ωB4B),0.20; percentage of 

infected fruit (ωB5B),0.20 (Li et al., 1994; Minor et al., 2000). 

Supposing 
{ }nk xxxxX ,,,,, 21 LL=

 as target case set and original case set, each case 

kx is represented as p features. That is 
( )kpkhkkk xxxxx ,,,, 21 LL=

, phnk ,2,1;,,2,1 LL == . 

Then the algorithm steps are as following. ①Decide the number of cluster center C= 4 

and fuzzy exponential 2=m , then pre-process this feature data by this 

formula:
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third step. ①Based on the maximum principle to classify, if 
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i
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 , kx  is 

clustered into 0i . Every original case that is clustered into the target case will become 

candidate case, which is considered as the most similar to the target case (Schank, 1982). 
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2.4  Case revisal 

Once a matching case is retrieved a CBR system should adapt the solution stored in 

the retrieved case to the needs of the current case. If the candidate case is only one after 

fuzzy clustering matching, then the system directly outputs the solution of candidate case 

as the forecasting result and doesn’t retain it as a new case. Otherwise the system make 

weighted average based on the membership degree of all the candidate cases in the best 

fuzzy classification matrix 
*U , then outputs the result as forecasting result of target case 

and retains the revised case as a new case into the case-base for the future (Watson, 1997; 

Portinale et al., 2000). 

Supposing target case tx  and the best fuzzy classification matrix ncikU ×= )( ** µ
, then 

the forecasting output of target case is 
∑∑
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⋅
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. And .tx is the PIL and 

PIF of ten days that will be predicted in target case. .kx is the corresponding PIL and PIF 

in candidate case. 
*

.kµ is the membership degree of candidate case in 
*U .n′ is the number 

of candidate case. m is the fuzzy degree. 

3   THE SYSTEM REALIZATION AND RUNNING 

Based on the ideas proposed above, the system named PDFCBRS 1.0 was developed 

by Visual Basic 6.0 for forecasting Dangshansu pear scab, including main controlling, 

reasoning part, case base of Dangshansu pear scab, management subsystem and interface 

of user. 

According to the infected degree of Dangshansu pear scab from 1975 to 2009, we 

divided them into four clusters: heavy disease year (PIL, PIF>=20%), middle disease year 

(20%> PIL>=10%, 20%>PIF>=10%), light disease year (10%>PIL>3%, 10%>PIF>3%), 

little disease year (PIL, PIF<=3%). There is mainly the dynamic data having the feature 

of above cluster and relevant factor in the source case-base. The system deletes the quite 

similar and overlapped data among different years by the maintenance program in order 

to improve the system efficiency and insure the case is typical and effective. As long as 

not influencing the typicality of case-base, the system should try best to retain newer year 

data, especially the data latest to the forecasted year, which is more significant to direct 

the forecast. For example, the state of disease in 1978 is similar to that in 1979, both of 

which belong to little disease year, so the system will delete the dynamic data of 1978 

and retain 1979. 

As the system is running, at the beginning the system retrieves the source case-base 

according to the information of the target case and defines the retrieved cases similar to 

the target case as original cases. Then calculate the similarity between original cases and 

target case by fuzzy clustering method. And defines the original case clustered in target 

cases as candidate cases. Then it gets new forecasting information after modification by 

synthetically considering each candidate cases. In accordance with the new forecasting 

information, the system will re-adopt information from the case-base further, and then 

output the result with forecasting curves and prevention suggestion. Finally in accordance 

with the practice, the system will decide whether define it as new case information and 

retain it in the case-base. When cases are matched, if there is no one similar case, you 

should adjust clustering precision (ε). If there is still none after adjusting many times, the 
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system will prompt and stop and it shows that there is no essential case in the case-base 

and new cases should be appended. 

 

 

Fig. 2  Display of forecasting results 

An example as following was given to show the whole process above. Supposing 

today was August 9th in 2009, what was the development trend about Dangshansu pear 

scab in the next ten days? The following are the steps: ℃Check whether case-base has 

retained the essential previous typical dynamic year data (source case). Time span of 

every year is possible disease development period (from MTD of March to FTD of 

October). ℃Input the dynamic data of 2009 that is PTD data from March to FTD of 

August in the form of table 1, which has been known as target case.℃Decide the 

forecasting PTD (MTD of August in 2009) and clustering precision(ε). The system will 

be automatic to recognize the data of the first two PTD (LTD of July and FTD of August 

in 2009) as described information. Then fuzzy clustering matches this information to the 

corresponding data of the two PTD in previous year. ℃Click “run”. The system will run 

according to the process showed in Fig1.℃Display the result. The Fig 2 shows the 

changing curves on PIL and PIF of pear scab since MTD of March in 2009.The segment 

from FTD of August to MTD of August in Fig 2 is the forecasting trend. The textbox 

under the figure also shows the forecasting description and value. If the matched 

candidate case is only one, the advice of preservation will be shown in the textbox too. 

In order to validate the forecasting effect, we took the latest three years (2007~2009) 

as the target year and forecasted the disease of each PTD, then made correlation statistical 

analysis between forecasting value and observations as Table 2 displays. The result 

shows that the correlation coefficient between forecasting value and observations is great 

significant, which shows the fitting degree between dynamic curve of forecasting value 

and observations is quite well. So the system is feasible to predict pear scab. 

Table 2  Correlation analysis of forecasting data and observations 

Year CCPIL CCPIF 

2007 0.810P

**
P

 0.793P

**
P
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2008 0.641P

**
P

 0.601P

**
P

 

2009 0.867P

**
P

 0.873P

**
P

 

Note: CCPIL: correlation coefficient of percentage of infected leaf; CCPIF: correlation coefficient of 

percentage of infected fruit; P

**
P: great significantly different (P<0.01). 

4   DISCUSSION 

The process of CBR closely resembles human reasoning. The monograph ‘Dynamic 

Memory’ by Schank in 1982 is widely held to be the origins of CBR, and it had been 

subsequently further validated in many intelligent system architecture. So it becomes a 

bright foreground method in artificial intelligence and expert system. And it also has a 

great potential in the agriculture application, especially in insect and disease forecast, 

which can replace the expert experience with auto forecast by computer reasoning. 

What’s more, the system based on CBR has the ability of self-learning, thus as it running 

gradually, the forecasting result will be more and more accurate.  

The epidemic of plant disease is a dynamic system that is influenced by many infectors 

and the law is complex, changeful and experiential. It is unpractical to design a cause and 

effect model or elicit them into rule that is employed by traditional expert system. 

However, in practice, it is more practical and more convenient to give concrete examples. 

Even though a statistic forecasting model is established, the forecasting accuracy is 

always awful. Why? Firstly, the factors that can be taken into account are limited. 

Secondly, much useful information has been deserted as error in the statistic modeling. 

Thirdly, the model is fixed after it is established. So it is not easy to suit the frequent 

change. Therefore it has inherent limitations. Before the system PDFCBRS 1.0 was 

designed, we had already tried to solve the forecasting pear scab problems by statistic 

model and traditional expert system. However, both were aborted because of bad 

suitability and difficulty in knowledge elicitation. In fact, not all the development and 

epidemic law of plant disease can be all represented by case, but CBR is effective on 

many occasions. 

Aiming at the problem traits, the system introduced fuzzy clustering into uncertain 

match of case. Though it didn’t follow the traditional similar measurement method, such 

as nearest neighbor, induction and template retrieval etc, the system attempt to match 

cases by fuzzy ISODATA clustering, which can cluster the cases that are similar to the 

target case and act as similar matching. Moreover, the fuzzy ISODATA clustering is 

based on the idea of fuzzy soft division, which closely resembles human thinking habit 

(experience reasoning). Therefore, the method has better performance than others, which 

has been validated by system PDFCBRS 1.0 working. 
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